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A Quick Introduction To Oracle-X
Congratulations you are now the proud owner of an
unique and easy to use intuition tool based on a
deck format. Oracle-X is non-prescriptive, and
works on a number of levels, allowing you to use it
in various ways for a variety of purposes.
Suitable for both left and right brained people, the
tool is designed to mould itself to the way you think
and how you use and interpret your intuition. No
belief in anything except your intuition is required.
Your new deck is guaranteed 100% unique, it
contains a combination of cards which will never be
found exactly in that unique combination in any
other sealed brand new deck.
Oracle-X has been designed from the onset to be
both customisable and expandable. This allows you,
as the owner of your deck, to shape it exactly the
way your intuition is guiding you. This unique feature allows you to customise your deck when and if
you want. New cards can be added to the base set
as required, allowing you to build a deck uniquely
personal to yourself and your own personal circumstances.
David, our Oracle-X creator, incorporated over 3
decades of his own experience into the overall
concept and high level design. Each base deck
contains 36 cards designed to be easily read
straight out of the box. Oracle-X features durable
poker sized cards, allowing those with smaller sized
hands to easily shuffle without feeling uncomfortable, therefore less likely to be dropped.

Card Identification Number
Each card has a unique 3 digit number, this
serves as a quick card reference. The 1st
digit represents the ‘series’ to which the
card belongs. The 2nd & 3rd digits cards represent
the numerical sequence within that series. For example; card 101 (Mirror) is the 1st card of series 1.
101

The ‘Grid’
The front of each card has a single coloured ‘grid’.
The colour of the ‘grid’ indicates
the primary theme/purpose of
that card, serving as a useful
optional guide for new Oracle-X owners.
If used in conjunction with the ’runes’ the grid has a
value (score) of 16, but more of this later.
Each colour represents a loose theme or purpose
and can help position the meaning of a card within
a reading. The possible colours are as follows:
Purple
General (no specific theme/purpose)
Red
Roles (e.g. Doctor)
Yellow
Time (e.g. seasons)
Green
Animal/Nature Connection
Orange
Symbolic
White
Colour/Chakra
Dark Blue
Western Astrology
Light Green Numerology
Light Blue Universal
Grey
Chinese Zodiac
Light Yellow Mayan Zodiac
Brown
Questioning
Black
TBN
Pink
Relationships *
* love, family, close friends, and anyone who currently
spends a lot of time in/near your body space (energy field)

In a departure from conventional oracle decks,
every base deck is totally unique when purchased.
This will assist you in making that special bond
between yourself and your deck. We want you to
feel a personal connection with this deck. For it is
truly a tool that can grow and change in conjunction
with its owner.

Keyword/Illustration

Only you know how you will ultimately customise
this deck; please turn to the back of this sheet for
more details of how your unique deck is made up.

The primary keyword should drive the output, however, at times when nothing seems to ‘fit’ or ‘flow’,
each card has a further 7 secondary keywords
(details of which can be found on the reverse of this
insert). If you need help with the primary keyword,
refer to the secondary keywords and use the
word(s) that seems to ‘jump out’ or ‘feel’ right for
you to use.

A Brief Overview Of The Cards
Each unique Base Deck contains 36 different
cards, and each Oracle-X card features:
An Identification Number (e.g. 101)
A Keyword (e.g. mirror)
An Illustration (e.g. a framed mirror)
A ‘Grid’ (coloured primary theme/purpose)
Four ‘Runes’ (in 1, 2, 3, or 4 colours)

Each card features a single (primary) keyword for
which your intuition in conjunction with the card
illustration, will bring forth thoughts, images, impressions etc. These are the most important aspects of
the card and assist driving the ‘roadmap’ by which
the reading progresses onward.

If your intuition interprets the card in an entirely
different way, this is not a problem (after all it is your
intuition!) as Oracle-X supplies a ‘blank’ to allow an
8th secondary keyword based on your personal

Look at the cards in relation to each other as the
meanings of some cards are heightened or lessened by their position to each other.

interpretation. When used your ‘new’ additional
word(s) should be read in conjunction with the
existing primary and secondary keywords.

side ‘runes’ were also yellow this gives score of 28
(16+8+4). Hence ‘time’ is a highly important consideration with that card.

you find silence itself a distraction, to have some
instrumental music as background.

This is your deck and you are free to customise in
this or any other way.

The highest possible score is 31 (16+8+4+2+1) and
only used in the case of a card with a single
theme/purpose.

Most existing spreads can be used, or adapted to
use with Oracle-X cards. You can layout your
Oracle-X cards using your favourite spread, or visit
our website where we provide an extensive range
of spreads suitable for many common situations.

Sometimes a card simply feels ‘right’ or feels
‘wrong’ for no apparent reason. Just follow and let
your intuition guide you.

If you wish to give yourself a quick ‘Daily Headline’
for yourself, then after you have shuffled the cards,
cut the deck, discard the first card, and lay out the
subsequent two cards face up alongside each other:

Look at the card solidly for 30 seconds then close
your eyes, and visualise that card in your minds eye.
Even if you are in a reading with another individual,
try not to feel pressured, instead just relax and wait
for your inner self to respond.

For most users a combination of the keyword(s)
and illustration allows easy access to your intuition,
with each reading you can become increasingly
confident, and consequently your skills will grow
more focused and relevant.

The Four ‘Runes’
Underneath each image are four ‘runes’ which
represent the cards secondary
themes/purposes. The colours
correspond to those in column
two. The difference is that as these are the secondary purpose/themes of the card. They serve as a
‘guide’ for those who might need them, and they do
not have to be used (100% optional).
A card displaying four purple coloured ’runes’ is
general (i.e. no specific secondary theme/purpose.
Each card can have one primary theme/purpose
and up to four different secondary theme/purposes.
The positioning of the ‘runes’ is relevant, and can be
used to determine the strength of each theme
and/or purpose. The strength of each secondary
theme/purpose can be calculated easily by adding
together the value (score) of each rune based on its
position. From the left the values are 8; 4; 2; 1.
For example, a yellow (i.e. time) ‘rune’ in the outer
left position would score 8, and a red (i.e. role) ‘rune’
in the inner left position would score 4. Thus, ‘time’
would be a far more important secondary consideration than that of ‘role’.
Each card can have up to 4 different coloured
‘runes’ and by using the scoring guide above, the
strongest theme/purpose can be discovered.
A card might have 2, 3, or 4 ‘runes’ of the same
colour. Multiple ‘runes’ used in this way reinforce
the overall strength of one or more
themes/purposes. For example, if the outer left and
inner right ‘runes’ are both yellow, and the inner left
and outer right are both pink: yellow is worth 10
(8+2), and pink is worth 5 (4+1). Hence ‘time’ is the
most relevant secondary consideration followed by
‘relationships’. If a card displayed 4 pink ‘runes’, this
would represent a score of (8+4+2+1), indicating a
very strong secondary theme/purpose.
Finally, if one or more of the ‘runes’ are the same
colour as the ‘grid’, this strengthens the primary
theme/purpose. Since the value of the primary
theme/purpose (i.e. the grid) is worth a score of 16.
e.g. if the card has a yellow ‘grid’, and if the two left

If this all seems rather complicated, then you do not
need to use it, it is merely provided as a guide for
those whose mind works in that way (logical), or for
those still finding their way with the deck.

How Many Times Should I Shuffle My
Deck?
Well, as many or as few as you feel comfortable with.
It is not the amount of shuffling one does but the
energy that is put into them. Sometimes, the mere
fact of holding the deck for three to four minutes
before a simple shuffle is quite sufficient. While you
are holding the cards, focus upon the reason for
which you are using the cards for.

How Can I Prepare Myself To Give A Reading With Oracle-X?
Abstaining from alcohol, smoking, coffee, tea, etc.,
for the previous 24 hour period will certainly help,
as well as reducing or removing consumption of
heavy and/or gassy foods. A good nights rest the
previous day also gives value. How far you are
prepared to go is entirely down to yourself and
personal circumstances. The more you are able to
do, the easier it will be to pick up the finer vibrational energies and to tune in to your intuition.
For clothing, light cotton garments will make your
body feel lighter and more comfortable. Again this
is down to personal preference; the importance
here is that you can give your reading without worry
of distraction. e.g. fabric itching, sweating, constant
fidgeting, or having to re-adjust items.
The setting of the reading is important, the room
temperature should be neither too warm nor too
cold, any partners, children, pets, or other distractions should be migrated to another room. Mobiles
must be set to silent or better still turned off. If there
is background noise that cannot be removed, consider playing an instrumental CD quietly in the
background. New World Music CD’s are particularly
recommended.
The mood and vibration of your room can be enhanced in a number of ways. You might like to use
scents, such as the lighting of an incense stick/cone,
the setting up an oil burner, or even an ultrasonic
diffuser if you have one. Some of you might prefer
to use a singing bowl prior to commencement of the
reading, or a musical instrument of some kind. Or if

Card Layouts (Spreads)

Card 1: Today’s opportunity or challenge
Card 2: Influenced by
As you look at the cards, their images and primary
keywords try and cut out your day to day logical
consciousness. Allow yourself to link deep into your
subconscious to awaken your inner intuition. With a
little practice this will become as easy as ABC, and
once learnt, never forgotten. You will gradually feel
a growing and deeper inner understanding, an
awareness that brings forth a different aspect when
considering the daily grind of life. The more you
use Oracle-X the easier it will become to ‘tune in’.
More complex spreads allow you to use your new
Oracle-X deck in other ways. For example, you
could try this spread which can assist you in determining an answer to a (one) specific question. We
call this the ‘Smile’ Spread:
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If this does not work for you, then examine the 7
secondary keywords listed for that card, and select
the one that ‘seems to fit best’. If you have created
an ‘8th’ keyword, this should be included with the
original 7 secondary keywords.
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What If I Cannot Understand A
Oracle-X Card?
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Card 1: Past influences
Card 2: Present circumstances
Card 3: General future conditions
Card 4: Best course of action to follow
Card 5: Attitudes and opinions of others
Card 6: Possible obstacles hindering resolution
Card 7: {a/the} likely final outcome
This spread can be used for yourself, or when you
are reading for another person (aka the querent).

If you are still at a blank, then ask the person you
are reading for, what that card means for them, this
should help reactivate your intuition.
Naturally, you should resist any ‘urge’ to repeat the
reading if it does not seem to make sense, or gives
you an answer you do not like. As frequently the
‘penny will drop’ later in the day and it will make
sense after all.

Do I Need To Add Any More O-X Cards?
No, just only if you want to; the base deck is perfectly adequate for you to conduct most types of readings. Expanding your unique deck is an optional
activity and therefore totally down to you. We shall
be adding more cards from Oracle-X ‘library’ list
over the coming seasons. You can keep in touch
with the latest and newest cards and other developments by regularly logging on to our website.

Our Website
Why not visit our ‘carbon offset’ website which
contains more help with detailed instructions for
use, latest news, tips, spreads, FAQ’s, an Oracle-X
user forum, and of course our online store for you
to purchase any additional Oracle-X cards to enhance and customise your personal deck. Items are
post free [within UK] if you spend over £5.00.
For all sales enquiries contact: sales@oracle-x.com
or visit
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